Melting fine structure of the nuclear DNA isolated from the filamentous fungus Fusarium qraminearum Schwabe is presented. Optical melting profiles of nuclear DNA were analyzed by using a combination of curve fitting and derivative techniques. The "melting components" were obtained from the derivative curve by a simple decomposition technique. Differential optical melting curves of unsheared nuclear DNA indicate the presence of 15 "melting components" in filamentous fungus nuclear genome. It should be emphasized that the "melting components" observed here are different from the "thermalitea" which can be observed in bacteriophage DNA. The "melting components" reported here represent the separately melting of large "blocks" of fungus nuclear DNA.
INTRODUCTION
. One of the most widely used approaches in the investigations of DNA base-pair distribution involves the analysis of DNA melting curves,since the melting temperature of each given region depends on its length and /G+C/-content. The thermal stability of AT-pairs is much lower than that of GC-pairs therefore,the AT and GC clusters in DNA molecule should denature at different temperatures. The low-melting segments/with large content of AT-pairs/ melt out first.followed by the higher-melting segments. In the present work optical melting profiles of the filamentous fungus Fusarium graminearum nuclear DNA have been analyzed by using a combination of curve fitting and derivative techniques. The "melting components" were revealed from the differential Drofile by a simple decomposition technique.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA preparation. DNA was prepared from F, graminearum strain In the latter method after the first fitting we obtained the points of a "smoothed" melting profile and these points were fitting again to obtaine the value of dH/dT at each center point. We found that this "double-smoothing" procedure was better then the 13-point smoothing.
Fine structure analysis. Resolution of polyphasic melting profiles into Gaussian-components was carried out according to Medgyessy . Fig.2 and Tab.I/. It should be emphasized that the multiple melting transitions observed here are quite different from the much narrower "thermalites" which can be observed in bacteriophages . These "thermalites" are less than one-half of a degree in width and represent the cooperative melting of single base sequences a few hundred to a few thousand nuclsotlde pairs in lenght. The "melting components" reported here are typically one to five degrees in width/Tab.1/ and represent the separately melting large "blocks" in fungus nuclear DNA,with very similar base composition. These "melting blocks" are interspersed among and covalently linked with other segments of different base composition. We suspect these "melting blocks" represent the magnified effects of repetitive sequences superimposed on a broad background of unique sequences. In the present study a more sensitive method was used for measurement of absorption melting curves and a suitable numerical differentiation technique than previously when 13 "melting components" were presented in a similar filamentous fungus/F. cultnorun/ nuclear DNA. In spite of sensitive methods we could not distinguish more than 15 "melting components" in F. graminearum genome,but their parameters could be determined more exactly.
